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 . Let O be a nilpotent orbit in the Lie algebra sl C that is, a class of nilpotentn
 . .elements for conjugation by SL C . Let V be an orbital variety contained in On
 .and P be the largest parabolic subgroup of SL C stabilizing V . The Smithn
conjecture asserts that V contains a dense P orbit. This is shown to fail in general,
and further those nilpotent orbits for which such a dense orbit exists are deter -
mined. Q 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1. Let G be a connected semisimple finite dimensional complex
 .algebraic group. Let g be the Lie algebra of G and U g the enveloping
algebra of g. Consider the adjoint action of G on g. A G orbit O in g is
called nilpotent if it consists of nilpotent elements.
Fix some triangular decomposition g s n [ h [ ny. An irreducible
component of O l n is called an orbital variety contained in O. Orbital
 .varieties play a key role in the study of primitive ideals in U g . They also
play an important role in Springer's Weyl group representations.
1.2. The first role above can be detailed as follows. Since g is
semisimple we can identify g* with g through the Killing form. This
identification gives an adjoint orbit a symplectic structure. Let V be an
w xorbital variety contained in O. After N. Spaltenstein Sp and R. Steinberg
1w xSt one has dim V s dim. O. Moreover it was pointed out by A. Joseph2
w xJ that this implies that an orbital variety is a Lagrangian subvariety of its
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nilpotent orbit. Following the orbit method one would like to attach an
 .irreducible representation of U g to V . This should be a simple highest
weight module. Combining the results of A. Joseph and T. A. Springer one
obtains a one to one correspondence between the set of primitive ideals of
 .U g containing the augmentation ideal of its centre and the set of orbital
varieties in g corresponding to Luzstig's special orbits cf., for example,
w x.  w x w xB-B . In sl all orbits are special and as it was conjectured in B-B , Jn
w x.and shown in M2 the associated variety of a simple highest weight
module is irreducible. Then one may obtain the above correspondence by
comparing the annihilators and the associated varieties of those simple
highest weight modules corresponding to involutions in the Weyl group.
Thus orbital varieties give a natural geometric understanding of the
classification of primitive ideals which makes their study especially inter-
esting.
1.3. Orbital varieties remain rather mysterious objects. The only
w xgeneral description was given by R. Steinberg St and is as follows. Let V
denote the set of orbital varieties in g. Let R ; h* be the set of roots, Rq
be the choice of positive roots defining n , and P ; Rq be the correspond-
 .ing set of simple roots. Let W be the Weyl group for the pair g , h . The
action of W leaves R invariant. Let B be the Borel subgroup of G with Lie
algebra the Borel subalgebra b s h [ n. Recall that n s [ q Xa g R a
 y .qresp. n s [ X where X is the root subspace for the root a .a gyR a a
For w g W set n lwn5 [ q q X . For each subgroup H of G leta g R l wR . a
 w . wH n l n be the set of H conjugates of n l n. One easily sees that there
w .exists a unique nilpotent orbit O such that G n l n s O. Then Vw
ws B n l n l O is an orbital variety and the map f :w ¬ V is a . w
surjection of W onto V.
1.4. The description of orbital varieties in Subsection 1.3 is not very
satisfactory from the geometric point of view since a B invariant subvariety
generated by a linear space is a very complex object. One of the attempts
to give a reasonable description of an orbital variety is the following
conjecture proposed by S. P. Smith.
Given an orbital variety V , let P be its stabilizer in G. This is aV
standard parabolic subgroup of G. We say that an orbital variety V is of S
type if it admits a dense P orbit. We say that a nilpotent orbit O is ofV
S type if all its orbital varieties are of S type.
 .Conjecture. S. P. Smith . In sl all orbital varieties are of S type.n
The truth of this conjecture would give a more elegant and simple
description of orbital varieties. For a given orbital variety closure it would
provide a way to construct a resolution of its singularities and be the first
step towards a description of its ideal of definition. It could also provide a
natural way to define orbital varieties in the case of quantum groups.
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These implications made the conjecture suggested by S.P. Smith some ten
.years ago quite attractive.
1.5. The conjecture is true for sl when n F 8 as shown by E.n
w xBenlolo in B . Yet here we show that the conjecture is false in general.
The first counter-example to the Smith conjecture appears in sl cf.9
.Subsection 2.11 and it is the only counter-example for n F 9. In general
given a nilpotent orbit in sl we determine in practically all the casesn
whether it is of S type or not.
Take g s sl . Consider sl for i - n as a Levi subalgebra l of g cf.n i 1, i
.Subsections 3.2, 3.4 . Set n s n l l and define the projection p :1, i 1, i 1, i
w xn ª n as in Subsections 3.3, 3.4. A result of M1 asserts that p takes1, i 1, i
an orbital variety closure in sl to an orbital variety closure in sl .n i
 . Given an orbital variety V let t V be its t-invariant cf. Subsection
.  .2.10 . We show in Subsection 3.5 that if V is of S type and if a f t Vi
 .then p V must be of S type. From this given an orbital variety not of S1, i
type in sl we are able to construct orbital varieties not of S type in sli n
for n ) i.
1.6. Orbital varieties are irreducible components of O l n. Yet
they are as far as possible of being disjoint. Indeed after N. Spaltenstein
w xSp for any two orbital varieties V , V 9 ; O there exists a chain of orbital
varieties V s V , . . . , V s V 9 ; O with codim V l V s 1 for all i g1 k i iq1
 41, 2, . . . , k y 1 .
In sl if a nilpotent orbit is neither regular nor zero it contains moren
w xthan one orbital variety. Following A. Joseph J we apply Vogan's analysis
w xV to orbital varieties. For a given orbital variety V this defines an orbital
 .  .variety T V with in particular codim T V l V s 1. For any givenab a b
pair of orbital varieties V , V 9 ; O one may pass from V to V 9 by a
sequence of T operations. This refines Spaltenstein's result.ab
Every nilpotent orbit admits a Bala]Carter component cf. Subsection
. w x4.7 . By R. Carter C a Bala]Carter component contains even a dense B
orbit. Unfortunately Vogan's T operators do not preserve the propertyab
of being of S type. The problem is that the dimension of P can differT V .ab
by more than one from the dimension of P . Analyzing these dimensionsV
we obtain an algorithm which though not fully decisive it constructs orbital
varieties of S type and gives counter-examples to the conjecture.
To show that a specific nilpotent orbit is of S type we find in it enough
orbital varieties with a dense B orbit so that applying Vogan's T opera-ab
tors we obtain all the orbital varieties in the given orbit. These computa-
tions compose the main part of Section 4 and are technically the most
difficult part of the work. A few orbits described in Subsection 4.14 stay
unclassified. These cases apparently require more subtle computations.
Another open question connected to the description of an orbital variety
V is the construction of some ``canonical'' representative of an orbital
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variety V , that is some matrix M g V with a small number of non-zero
integer entries which does not belong to any other orbital variety. By
w xSteinberg's or Spaltenstein's constructions Sp1 it is very easy to find
M g V but by the nature of orbital varieties it is difficult to show that a
specific M does not belong to any intersection. Our computations in
Section 4 provide such representatives for some classes of orbital varieties.
2. PRELIMINARIES AND COUNTER-EXAMPLES.
2.1. We begin with the following simple
LEMMA. Fix w g W. If the orbital ¨ariety V has a dense P orbit Pw V w
then
P l n lw n / B. .
 w . wProof. Let P be dense in V . If P l n l n s B then n l n ;w
 .V _ P. Now P is locally closed being an orbit and B stable so V _ P is
wclosed and B stable. Hence B n l n ; V _ P which contradicts the fact .
wB n l n s V . .
2.2. It is convenient to replace sl by g s gl . This obviouslyn n
makes no difference. Note that the adjoint action is just conjugation by
G s GL .n
Let n be the subalgebra of strictly upper-triangular matrices in g and B
 .be the Borel subgroup of upper-triangular matrices in G. All parabolic
subgroups we consider further are standard, that is, contain B.
Let e be the matrix having 1 in the ij entry and 0 elsewhere. Seti, j
 4ny1 jP [ a . Take i F j. Then for a s  a , one has the root spacei is1 ksi k
X s Ce and the root space X s Ce .a i, jq1 ya jq1, i
We identify W with the permutation subgroup S of GL . For a g Pn n
let s be the corresponding fundamental reflection and set s s s .a i a iw x2.3. Let , denote the Lie product on g given here by commuta-
tion in End V. For a standard parabolic subgroup P of G we set p [ Lie P.
 .This is a standard parabolic subalgebra of g i.e., containing b .
LEMMA. Take M g g and a parabolic subgroup P of G. One has
w xdim PM s dim p , M .
2.4. For practical computations we need to reformulate Subsection
2.3 as follows.
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 4n w xSet B s e which is a basis of g. For M g n let c : g ª g , Mi, j i, js1 M
be the linear transformation defined by
i jc e s e , M s a M e . .  .M i , j i , j l , m l , m
A straightforward computation gives
¡ M if l s i , m / j . j , m
i j ~a M s ) .  .y M if l / i , m s j .l , m l , i¢
0 otherwise.
Given some standard parabolic subgroup P of G we set k s dim P s
dimp and let B s B l p be the standard basis of p.p
Note that e g B implies that for m G j, l F i one has e g B .i, j p l, m p
 . w xFix M g n. By the previous remark and ) one has p , M ; p. Hence
w xc restricts to an endomorphism c : p ª p , M of p.M p , M
 .  i j  ..Let A M s a M be the matrix of the linear transformationp l, m
c with respect to the basis B . This is a k = k matrix andp , M p
w xRank A M s dim p , M . )) .  .p
2.5. Combining subsections 2.1, 2.3, and 2.4 we obtain
PROPOSITION. Fix w g W. The orbital ¨ariety V is of S type if and onlyw
if for some M g n lw n one has
Rank A M s dim V . .p wV w
Proof. Let a P orbit P be dense in V . By Lemma 2.1 we canV ww
assume that P s P M where M g n lw n. Now P M is dense in VV V ww w w xiff dim P M s dim V . By Lemma 2.3 one has dim P M s dim p , MV w V Vw w w
 . w x  .and by )) of Subsection 2.4 one has dim p , M s Rank A M .V pw V w
2.6. For our computations we need to explain the parameterization
of orbital varieties by Young tableaux.
In sl or gl each nilpotent orbit O is described by its Jordan form. An n
Jordan form in turn is parameterized by a partition l s l G l ??? l )1 2 k
.0 of n giving the length of Jordan blocks. We denote by O the nilpotentl
orbit determined by l.
 .It is convenient to represent a partition l s l G l G ??? G l ) 01 2 k
of n as a Young diagram D that is an array of k rows of boxes starting onl
Ãthe left with the ith row containing l boxes. The dual partition l si
Ã Ã Ã .l , l , ??? is defined by setting l equal to the length of the ith column1 2 i
Ã  4of the diagram D , that is, l s > j: l G i .l i j
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 .For example, if l s 5, 5, 3, 1 then
D sl
Ã  .and l s 4, 3, 3, 2, 2 .
 w x.One has cf. H, Sect. 3.8
k
2 2Ãdim O s n y l .l i
is1
Take M g O . By Jordan form one can see immediately that Rank M sl
Ãn y l .1
2.7. Define a partial order on partitions as follows. Given two
 .  .partitions l s l G l G ??? l and m s m G m G ??? m of n we1 2 k 1 2 j
set l G m if
i i
l G m , for all i s 1, 2, . . . , k . l l
ls1 ls1
 w x.The following result of M. Gerstenhaber cf. H, Sect. 3.10 shows that this
order corresponds to inclusion of nilpotent orbit closures:
THEOREM. Gi¨ en two partitions l and m of n one has l G m if and only
if O > O .l m
2.8. For a partition l of n one can fill the boxes of D with nl
distinct positive integers. If the entries increases in rows from left to right
and in columns from top to bottom we call such an array a Young tableau.
If the numbers in the Young tableau form a set of integers from 1 to n we
call it standard. Let T be the set of standard Young tableaux of size n.n
The shape of a Young tableau T is defined to be a Young diagram from
which T was built. It defines a partition of n which we denote by sh T.
  .  ..The Robinson]Schensted correspondence w ¬ Q w , R w gives a
 w x.bijection see, for example, Kn from the symmetric group S onto then
w xpairs of standard Young tableaux of the same shape. By R. Steinberg St1
 .  .for all w, y g S one has V s V iff Q w s Q y . This parameterizesn w y
 .the set of orbital varieties V by T . Moreover sh Q w s l if and only ifn
V is contained in O .w l
 .If Q w s T we set V [ V . We denote P [ P and p [ p .T w T V T VT T
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 .2.9. Let T be some Young tableau with sh T s l s l , . . . . De-1
i i  .note by T its ijth entry. If k is the entry T of T , set r k s i andj j T
 .c k s j.T
Ã i i i .For i: 1 F i F l set T [ T , . . . , T . This is the ordered set of entries1 1 l i Ãl 1j .of the i-th row. For j: 1 F j F l set T [ T , . . . , T . This is the set of1 j j j
entries of the jth column taken in reverse order. Define elements of Sn
through
1 ??? ??? ??? n1 ??? ??? ??? n
w T [ , w T [ . .  .Ãr cl 1 T ??? T /1  /1 lT ??? T 1
w xAs it is shown in subsection 3.2.2 of M3 one has
  ..   ..LEMMA. Q w T s Q w T s T.r c
2.10. Let P be the standard parabolic subgroup with Lie algebraa i
p [ b [ X .a yai i
Take w g W, T g T , V g V, a standard parabolic subgroup P, and an
standard parabolic subalgebra p. Define their t-invariants to be
t w [ P l w yRq , .  .
t T [ a : r i q 1 ) r i , 4 .  .  .i T T
t P [ a : P ; P , 4 . i a i
t p [ a : p ; p , 4 . i a i
t V [ a : P V s V . .  . 4i a i
 .Note that P resp. p is uniquely determined by its t-invariant.
 w x.One has cf. J, Sect. 9
 .  .   ..  .LEMMA. t w s t V s t Q w s t P .w V w
2.11. Our first counter-example to Conjecture 1.4 is constructed in
w xsl where n s 9. By B this is the smallest value of n possible.n
Set
1 2 3 6 9
Q s 4 5 8
7
Using Subsections 2.6 and 1.2 gives dim V s 31.Q
One has
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9w Q s . .c  /7 4 1 5 2 8 3 6 9
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Set
0 m m 0 m m 0 m m¡ ¦1, 2 1, 3 1, 5 1, 6 1, 8 1, 9
0 0 m 0 0 m 0 m m2, 3 2, 6 2, 8 2, 9
0 0 0 0 0 m 0 0 m3, 6 3, 9
0 0 0 0 m m 0 m m4, 5 4, 6 4, 8 4, 9
M s 0 0 0 0 0 m 0 m m5, 6 5, 8 5, 9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 m6, 9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 m m7, 8 7, 9
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 m8, 9¢ §
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
wcQ.  4then n l n s M: m g C . By Proposition 2.5 and Lemma 2.9 it isi, j
 .enough to show that Rank A M F 30 for all values of M above. Lemmap Q
 .  4  .2.10 gives t P s a , a . The matrix A M is constructed straightfor-Q 3 6 p Q
 .wardly by ) of Subsection 2.4. The inequality was shown with the help of
package ``Mathematica.''
 .2.12. We show in Subsection 4.9 that O for l G n y 3, 3 is of Sl
 .  .type for all n and in Subsection 3.8 i that O for l s n y 4, 4 is not of Sl
type, for all n sufficiently large. The first case of the latter occurs when
n s 10. Take
1 2 3 6 7 10
R s .
4 5 8 9
By Subsections 2.6 and 1.2 one has dim V s 41. Lemma 2.10 givesR
 .  4  .t P s a , a . We compute w R , M as in Example 2.11 and showR 3 7 c
 .using ``Mathematica'' that Rank A M F 40 for all values of M. Thusp R
the orbital variety V is not of S type.R
2.13. We also need the following example of orbital variety not of S
type.
1 2 3 6 9
4 5 8U s .
7 10
By Subsections 2.6 and 1.2 one has dim V s 38. Lemma 2.10 givesU
 .  4  .t P s a , a , a . We compute w U , M as in Example 2.11 and showU 3 6 9 c
 .using ``Mathematica'' that Rank A M F 37 for all values of M. ThuspU
the orbital variety V is not of S type.U
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3. ORBITS NOT OF S TYPE IN sl FOR n G 13n
3.1. In this section we show that in sl for n G 13 one hasn
 .  .PROPOSITION. For each l s l , l , ??? such that 5, 3, 1 , ??? F l F1 2
 .n y 4, 4 and l ) 2 the corresponding O is not of S type.2 l
To show this we need a few facts about projections on Levi factors.
3.2. Take J ; P and let W be the subgroup of W generated byJ
 4s : a g J . Let w be the longest element of W .a O J J
Let D be the set of minimal length representatives of right cosetsJ
of W . Each w g W has a unique expression of the form w s w dJ J J
where w g W and d g D . We define the projection p : W ª W byJ J J J J J
 .p w s w .J J
Set P [ BW B. This is the standard parabolic subgroup of G withJ J
 .t P s J. It has the Levi decomposition P s L h M where L is itsJ J J J J
Levi factor and M is its unipotent radical. Let p be the correspondingJ J
standard parabolic subalgebra of g with Levi decomposition p s l [ mJ J J
where l is the Levi subalgebra of p and m is its nilpotent radical.J J J
Some elementary properties of m are summarized in the followingJ
LEMMA. Take J ; P.
 . w xi p , m ; m .J J J
 . w 0 Jii m s n l n.J
 .  .iii If t V s J then V ; m .J
3.3. Define the projection p : P ª L by Levi decomposition.J J J
 .Given P ; P a parabolic subgroup of G then p P is a parabolic sub-J J
group of L .J
Set B [ L l B and n [ l l n. One has B s B h M and n s nJ J J J J J J
[ m . Let p : B ª B and p : n ª n be the projections onto the firstJ J J J J
factor.
Note that these projections are compatible in the sense that for any
M g n and any parabolic subgroup P ; P one hasJ
p PM s p P p M . ) .  .  .  .J J J
w xPROPOSITION M3, 4.1.2 . For e¨ery w g W one has
 .  w . p J w .i p n l n s n l n .J J J
 .  .ii p V s V .J w p J w .
 4 jy13.4. Given J s a we set p [ p , L [ L , etc. Let usk ksi i, j J i, j J
define
LX [ M : M g L , M s 1 if k - i or k ) j . 4i , j i , j k , k
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Then LX is a general linear subgroup of L . For T g T let T [i, j i, j n 1, i
 .p T be a tableau obtained from T by successive elimination of boxes1, i
w xcontaining n, n y 1, . . . , i q 1 By M3, 4.6.3 ,
Q p w s Q w . ) .  .  . .1, i 1, i
 4  X X .Take J s P _ a . In that case P s L = L h M . Let p :i J 1, i iq1, n J 1, i
P ª LX be the projection onto the first factor.J 1, i
 4LEMMA. Take J s P _ a i
 .i Let P be a standard parabolic subgroup contained in P . For e¨eryJ
 .  .  .M g n one has p PM s p P p M .1, i 1, i 1, i
 .  .  .ii Let T g T be such that a f t T then p P s P .n i 1, i T T1, i
 .  .  .  .  .Proof. i By ) of Subsection 3.3 one has p PM s p P p M .J J J
 .  .  .  .Now p P s p P = p P and p M s M q M where M gJ 1, i iq1, n J 1 2 1
n , M g n . Yet LX M s M , LX M s M , and LX M ;1, i 2 iq1, n iq1, n 1 1 1, i 2 2 iq1, n 2
l which provides the result.iq1, n
 .  .  .ii Lemma 2.10 gives t P s t T . Hence P ; P andT T J
 4t p P s t T l a s t T s t P . .  .  . .  .1, i T j 1, i Tj-i 1 , i
As noted in Subsection 2.10 a standard parabolic subgroup is uniquely
 .determined by its t-invariant. Hence p P s P .1, i T T1, i
3.5. Combining Subsections 3.3 and 3.4 gives the:
 .COROLLARY. Fix T g T such that a f t T . If the orbital ¨ariety Vn i T
is of S type then the orbital ¨ariety V is of S type.T1, i
 .Proof. Assume that V is of S type and T s Q w . By Lemma 2.1T
w .there exist M g n l n such that P Ms V . One hasT w
V s p V by Proposition 3.3 ii . .p w . 1, i w1 , i
s p P M by assumption .1, i T
; p P M by continuity of p .1, i T 1, i
s p P p M by Lemma 3.4 i .  .  .1, i T 1, i
s P p M by Lemma 3.4 ii . .  .T 1, i1 , i
 . p 1, iw .  .Yet p M g n l n by Proposition 3.3 i . Therefore V is1, i 1, i 1, i p w .1, i
 .of S type. By ) of Subsection 3.4 this is V .T1, i
3.6. Given a standard parabolic subalgebra p let B ; B . Forp
M g n let
cp , M
c : span B ¨ p ª p .B , M
 .  .Let A M be the submatrix of A M corresponding to c .B p B, M
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 .LEMMA. Gi¨ en M g n and J ; P, set M9 s p M , J9 s J l1, ny1
 4ny2  .a , and P9 s p P .i is1 1, ny1 J 9
 .i dim P M G dim P9M9 q Rank M.J
 .  .ii If for e¨ery 1 F i F n one has M s 0 then dim P M si, n J 9
dim P9M9 q Rank M.
 .   .4Proof. i Set p9 s Lie P9. Let B9 ; B be such that c xp 9 p 9M 9 x g B9
w xform a basis of p9, M9 . One has
Rank A M9 s Rank A M9 . .  .B9 p 9
 4n  .Set V s span e . By the definition of c and ) of Subsection 2.4n i, n is1 M
one has
n
c s c e s y M e . .  . j , ip , M M i , n j , nJ 9
js1
Hence
c : V ª V and dimc V s Rank M . ) .  .p , M n n p , M nJ 9 J 9
  4n 4Set B s B9, e . Since B ; B ; B one hasi, n is1 p pJ 9
Rank A M G Rank A M s Rank A M9 q Rank M .  .  .p B B9
 .  .which is equivalent to i by )) of Subsection 2.4 and Lemma 2.3.
 .   4n 4  .  .ii One has B s B , e . Now M s 0 so ) of Sub-p p 9 i, n is1 i, nJ 9
section 2.4 gives
c : p9 ª p9 and c e s c e ;e g B . .  .p , M p , M i , j p 9 , M 9 i , j i , j p 9J 9 J 9
 .Together with ) this gives
Rank A M s Rank A M9 q Rank M .  .p p 9J 9
 .  .which is equivalent to ii by )) of Subsection 2.4 and Lemma 2.3.
3.7 Use of Subsection 3.6 gives the
COROLLARY. Gi¨ en T 9 g T let T g T be a tableau obtained from T 9ny1 n
by adding one box with n to the first column. In other words let T be such that
 .  .p T s T 9 and c n s 1. Then V is of S type iff V is of S type.1, ny1 T T T 9
Ã ÃX .Proof. Set sh T 9 s l9. Then sh T s l s l9, 1 and l s l q 1. Note1 1
that by Subsections 2.6 and 1.2 one has
Ãdim V s dim V q n y l . )) .T T 9 1
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 .Let w9 g W be such that T 9 s Q w9 . A straightforward computa-ny1
 . wtion shows that for w s w9s ??? s one has T s Q w . Note that n l nny1 1
s n lw 9n . Given M9 g n set1, ny1 1, ny1
M9 if i - n , j - n . i , jM s . i , j  0 otherwise.
Then M9 g n lw 9n l V iff M g n lwn l V . For such M9,1, ny1 1, ny1 T 9 T
ÃM we get by Subsection 2.6 that Rank M s Rank M9 s n y l .1
 .Note that by Lemma 3.2 iii , M g m . Therefore if X ; p thent T . n, i T
 .  .M s 0 for every k. This implies in particular that c e s 0.i, k p , M n, iT
 .  4   .. w x w xHence for J s t T _ a s t T 9 one has p , M s p , M . Byny1 J T
Lemma 2.3 this is equivalent to dim P M s dim P M. Finally by LemmaJ T
 .3.6 ii
Ãdim P M s dim P M s dim P M9 q Rank M s dim P M9 q n y l .T J T 9 T 9 1
 .Comparing with )) gives
dim P M y dim P M9 s dim V y dim V .T T 9 T T 9
This completes the proof by Lemma 2.1.
3.8. We can now show Proposition 3.1.
 .  .Suppose n G 13. If l is such that 5, 3, 1, ??? F l F n y 4, 4 and
l ) 2 then it must satisfy one of the following2
Ã .i l s 2.1
Ã .ii l G 6 and l G 3.1 1
Ã .  .iii l s 5 and l s 3 this occurs only if 13 F n F 15 .1 1
Ã .iv l s 5, l ) 3, and l q l G 5.1 1 2 3
Ã .v l s 5, l s 3, and l s n y 6.1 2 1
We describe what happens in each of these cases below
Ã . w . xi Note that if l s 2 then l G n q 1 r2 G 7. Consider T with1 1
 . 1sh T s l such that p T is R of Example 2.12 and T s 11. By Lemma1, 10 7
 .  .2.10 i one has a f t V and by Example 2.12, V is not of S10 T p T .1, 10
type. Hence by Corollary 3.5, V is not of S type.T
 .  .ii Consider T of shape l such that p T is Q of Example 2.111, 9
1  .  .and T s 10. By Lemma 2.10 i one has a f t V and by Example 2.11,6 9 T
V is not of S type. Hence by Corollary 3.5, V is not of S type.p T . T1, 9
 .iii Note that in this case l F 5 hence l s n y l y l G n y2 3 1 2
 .10 G 3. Consider T of shape l such that p T is U of Example 2.131, 10
3  .  .and T s 11. By Lemma 2.10 i one has a f t V and by Example3 10 T
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2.13, V is not of S type. Hence by Corollary 3.5, V is not ofp T . T1, 10
S type.
 .  .iv Consider T of shape l such that p T is Q of Example 2.11,1, 9
T 4 s 10, and1
2 if l ) 3,2r 11 s .T  3 otherwise.
 .  .By Lemma 2.10 i one has a f t T . By Example 2.11 and Corollary 3.7,10
V T is not of S type. Hence by Corollary 3.5, V is not of S type.p T1,10
 .  .v Consider T of shape l such that p T is Q of Example 2.11.1, 9
 .Note that c j s 1 for all j G 10. Using inductively Corollary 3.7 we getT
that V is not of S type.T
3.9. We conclude this section with three general notes
 .  .i The condition a f t T in Corollary 3.5 is indeed necessaryi
because it can happen that V is of S type and V is not of S type. ForT T1, i
example,
1 2 3 6 7 10
T s
4 5 8 9 11
By Subsections 2.6 and 1.2, dim V s 50. SetT
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0¡ ¦
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
M s .0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0¢ §
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
One can easily check that M g n lw rT .n and compute using ``Mathe-
w xmatica'' that dim p , M s 50. Hence V is of S type. On the other handT T
T is R of example 2.12 so that V is not of S type.1, 10 T1, 10
 .ii Note that for 1 F i - j F n one can define the projection p :i, j
T ª T by successive elimination of 1, 2, . . . , i y 1 and n, n y 1, . . . ,n jyiq1
w x w x   ..   ..j q 1 described in Kn . As shown in M1 one has p Q w s Q p w .i, j i, j
Hence Lemmas 3.4, 3.5 hold for p replaced by p and Lemmas 3.6, 3.71, i i, j
for p replaced by p . The proofs are exactly the same.1, ny1 2, n
 .iii One can easily check that V for Q of Example 2.11 is the onlyQ
orbital variety in O not of S type and that V for R of Example 2.12shQ. R
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 .is the only orbital variety not of S type in O . If l s l , l , ??? is suchshR. 1 2
 . that 5, 3, 1 - l F n y 4, 4, l ) 2, and n 4 0 we can construct many2
orbital varieties contained in O not of S type using only Lemmas 3.5, 3.7,l
 .and Note ii . We expect that for n 4 0 there must be orbital varieties V T
contained in O not of S type such that for all possible i and j one hasl
 .that p T is of S type. Hence the number of orbital varieties not of Si, j
type should grow rapidly in n.
4. ORBITS OF S TYPE IN sl AND REPRESENTATIVESn
OF ORBITAL VARIETIES
  .4.1. Now let us consider the cases l f m : n y 4, 4 F m F
 . 45, 3, 1, ??? , m ) 2 . The main purpose of this section is to show2
PROPOSITION. O is of S type if l is one of the followingl
 .  .i l ) n y 4, 4 .
 .  .ii l s l , l , 1, . . . , 1 where l F 2.1 2 2
Ã .  .iii l s l , ??? , where l s 2 and l F 2 for all i: 2 F i F l .1 1 i 1
4.2. Call an element M of an orbital variety V a representative if
M does not belong to any other orbital variety. If the B orbit of M is dense
in V then M is automatically a representative of V . Let us call a
representative M of V minimal if
 .  .i M g Z.i, j
 .  .  .ii M / 0 for every a f t V .i, iq1 i
 .  .  .iii If M9 is some other representative of V fulfilling i , ii , then
the number of non-zero entries in M9 is greater than or equal to the
number of non-zero entries in M.
To prove Proposition 4.1 we consider some special orbital varieties V
and construct a representative M g V . So we simultaneously find a
representative of an orbital variety for some special classes of orbital
varieties.
4.3. First we need to develop a technique related to Vogan's Tab
w xoperation V .
Let a , b g P be adjacent roots in the Dynkin diagram, that is, such that
s s s s s s s . Seta b a b a b
D T s w g W : a f t w , b g t w , 4 .  . .W a b
 .  .and define a map T : D T ª D T byab W a b W ba
s w if b f t s w .a a
T w s .ab  s w otherwise.b
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 .Let l w denote the length of a minimal decomposition of w into funda-
 .  .  .mental reflections. Note that for w g D T one has l s w s l w q 1W a b a
 .  .and l s w s l w y 1.b
Set
D T s V g V: a f t V , b g T V ; 4 .  . .V a b
D T s T g T : a f t T , b g t T ; 4 .  . .T a b nn
D T s P y parabolic: a f t S b g t S ; 4 .  . .P a b
D T s p y parabolic: a f t p b g t S . 4 .  . .p a b
In what follows we will omit the subscript since it is obvious which set
among those mentioned above we are considering.
w xBy V, 3.7; J, 9.11 one has V s V iff V s V . HenceT w . T  y . w yab a b
T V [ V and T Q w [ Q T w . .  .  . .  .ab w T w . a b a bab
 .  .Given P g D T , p g D T setJ a b J a b
T P s P and T p s p . .  .ab J  J _ b , a 4 a b J  J _ b , a 4
 .LEMMA. Gi¨ en w g D T .ab
 .  .   ..  .i If l w - l T w then P : T P .ab T V . a b Vab w w
 .  .   ..  .ii If l w ) l T w then P = T P .ab T V . a b Vab w w
 .Proof. Take w g D T and let g / b be a root adjacent to a . Aab
straightforward computation shows
¡  4t w j a if g f t w and s w / T w .  .  .a a b
 4t w j a if g g t w and s w / T w , .  .  .a a b
s w / T w .a ag
 4  4t w _ b j a if g f t w and s w s T w .  .  .a a b
 4  4t w _ b j a if g g t w and s w s T w , .  .  .a a b~t s w s .a s w / T w .a ag
 4  4t w _ g j a if g g t w and s w s T w , .  .  .a ag
s w / T w .a a b
 4  4t w _ b , g j a if g g t w and s w s T w .  .  .a a b¢ s T w . .ag
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 .  .  .  .  4  4One has if s w s T w and g f t w then t s w s t w _ b j aa a b a
 .  .  .so that P s T P . If s w s T w and g g t w then there areT V . a b V a a bab w w
two cases:
 .  .  .  .  4  4a s w / T w . In this case t s w s t w _ b j a so thata ag a
 .P s T P .T V . a b Vab w w
 .  .  .  .  4  4b s w s T w . In this case t s w t w _ b , g j a so thata ag a
 .P ; T P .T V . a b Vab w w
 .This proves i .
 .The proof of ii is similar.
4.4. Let T be a tableau satisfying one of the following conditions
 .  .  .  .i r i F r i y 1 - r i q 1T T T
 .  .  .  .ii r i - r i q 2 F r i q 1 .T T T
 .  .Note that by Lemma 2.10 i these conditions imply that T g D Tab
 .  .where b s a and a s a in case i or a s a in case ii . If the Ti iy1 iq1
 .  .  .satisfy both i , ii fix a either a or a . Set U s T T . In bothiy1 iq1 a b
cases
¡ ji q 1 if T s im
jj ~i if T s i q 1U s mm
j¢T otherwise.m
 .Recall the definition of w T given in Subsection 2.9. Note thatr
w U s T w T s s w T . ) .  .  .  . .r a b r i r
Let s : gl ª gl be the transformation changing the ith row with thei n n
 .  .i q 1 st row and the ith column with i q 1 st column of a matrix. Let Si
be the matrix
1 if l / i , i q 1 and m s l¡
1 if l s i , m s i q 1~S s .i l , m 1 if l s i q 1, m s i¢
0 otherwise.
y1  .Then S s S and s M s S MS .i i i i i
 .  .For y g W satisfying l s y - l y it is immediate thati
n lsi yn s s n lyn [ X . )) .  .i a i
 .  .Take M g gl . For a s a we set M s M . We also set e sn i a i, iq1 ya
ya  . iq1 i .e and a M s a M .iq1, i l, m l, m
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 .  .LEMMA. Let T g T satisfy one of conditions i , ii abo¨e. Let b s an i
 . w rT .  .and a s a or a . Let M g n l n be such that M / 0. Letiy1 iq1 a
P ; P be a parabolic subgroup such that both P , P o P. One hasT a aiy1 iq1
 .  . w rTab T ..i s M g n l n.i
 .  .ii T P : P .ab T T .ab
 .  .  ..iii dim T P s M G dim PM.ab i
 .  .   ..  .  .  .Proof. i By ) w T T s s w T and by )) , s M g nr a b i r i
s iw rT .  .l n. This gives i .
 .  .  .  .ii One has P : P , hence by Lemma 4.3 ii , T P : T P :T a b a b T
P .T T .ab
 .iii Let p s Lie P. If p , p o p then s : p ª p is an isomor-a a iiy1 iq1
phism and so
w xs p , M s s p , s M s p , s M . .  .  .i i i i
 .   ..Hence Rank A M s Rank A s M . Set B s B _ e . One hasp p i p 9 iq1, i
Rank A s M G Rank A s M y 1 s Rank A M y 1. .  .  . .  .B i p i p
w xLemma 3.2 gives p , M ; m . Hence for any e g B one hasa k , l pik l   ..a s M s 0.i, iq1 i
 .On the other hand e g B and by ) of Subsection 2.4ya T p .ab
M if a s a . a iy1yaa s M s . .i , iq1 i  y M if a s a . a iq1
ya   ..  4so that a s M / 0. Set B9 s B, e . One has B9 ; B .i, iq1 i ya T p .ab
Hence
Rank A s M G Rank A s M .  . .  .T p . i B9 iab
s Rank A s M q 1 G Rank A M . .  . .B i p
 .The proof is completed using Lemma 2.3 and )) of Subsection 2.4.
 .  .4.5. COROLLARY. Let T g T satisfy one of conditions i , ii of Subsec-n
 . w rT .tion 4.4. Set b s a and a s a or a . Let M g n l n be suchi iy1 iq1
 .that M / 0. Let P ; P be a parabolic subgroup such that both P ,a T a iy1
P o P.a iq1
 .  .  .i If M g V then s M g V l T V .T i T a b T
 .  .  .  .ii If PM is dense in V then T P s M is dense in T V .T a b i a b T
 .Proof. i Indeed assume M g V . The hypotheses imply that S gT i
 .P . Hence s M g P V s V . On the other hand by Lemma 4.4,T i T T T
 . w rTab T ..s M g n l n l O ; T V .i shT . a b T
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 .  .  .  .ii Lemma 4.4 iii gives dim T P s M G dim PM s dim V . Onab i T
 .  .  .  .the other hand by i and Lemma 4.4 ii one obtains T P s M ;ab i
 .T V . Hence by the equidimensionality of O l nab T
dim T P s M s dim T V . .  .  .ab i a b T
4.6. LEMMA. Let V ha¨e a dense P orbit P. Let M g n lwn l Pw V ww i j . i j .and set X ; n l n. Set M a s M q ae . Then P M a is dense ini, j i, j V w
 .V for all but a finite number of a g C. In particular if a f t w andw i
 .M s 0 then the P orbit of M q ae is dense in V for all but ai,iq1 V i, iq1w
finite number of a g C.
w  .Proof. Let M g n l n. By Lemma 2.3 and )) of Subsection 2.4 the
 .orbit P M is dense in V iff Rank A M s dim V . Now defineV w p ww V w
M q y if l s i , m s j . i , ji jM y s . . l , m  M otherwise. . l , m
 i j ..  . lm i j ..Consider A M y . By ) of Subsection 2.4, a M y is a linearp s, tV w
 i j ..function of y. Hence the minors of A M y depend polynomially onp V w
y. Taking y s 0 we get
Rank A M i j 0 s Rank A M s dim V . .  . .p p wV Vw w
Hence for all but a finite number of values a g C one has
Rank A M i j a G Rank A M . .  . .p pV Vw w
i j . w  i j ..On the other hand since M a g n l n one has Rank A M a Fp V w
dim V .w
4.7. We call an orbital variety V a Richardson component if
w xV s V for some J ; P. By the Richardson theorem R Richardsonw 0 J
components are of S type.
Let w be the longest element of W. We call an orbital variety V a0
w xBala]Carter component if V s V . By Section 5.9 of C every Bala]w w0 J 0
Carter component has a dense B orbit. Moreover let V be Bala]Carter.
Then
1 if j s i q 1, a f t V .iM s ) .  .i , jV  0 otherwise,
is an element of V whose B orbit is dense in V . It is a minimal
representative of V since by Subsection 4.2 every M g V must have at
  ..least n y 1 y a t V non-zero entries.
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Note that any nilpotent matrix M has at least as many non-zero entries
as those of its Jordan form. Indeed, let k be number of non-zero entriesM
of M and let V be n-dimensional space on which gl acts by multiplica-n
tion on the left. It is obvious that dim MV F k . On the other hand, let JM M
be a Jordan form of M. Then
k s dim J V s dim MV F k .J M MM
 .One can verify using Corollary 4.5 that if V g D T is Bala]Carterab
 .then T V is of S type. Moreover using Lemma 4.6 we can continue thisab
process. Unfortunately this algorithm is not decisive, that is, we cannot
claim that an orbital variety which is not obtained in such a manner from
the known orbital varieties of S type is not of S type. Yet this algorithm
gives orbital varieties of S type which are neither Bala]Carter nor
Richardson.
Our strategy in the proof of Proposition 4.1 is to find enough orbital
varieties contained in O having a dense B orbit and then to show that
every orbital variety contained in O may be obtained from such a V
having a dense B orbit by the procedures described in Corollary 4.5 and
Lemma 4.6.
 .4.8. To show i of Subsection 4.1 we need the following
 .PROPOSITION. Let l s m, k and let V be an orbital ¨ariety containedT
in O such thatl
1 ??? ??? i y 1 i q k ??? n
T s
i ??? i q k y 1
Define M byT
1 if j / i y 1, l s j q 1¡~M s . 1 if j s i y 1, l s i q kj , lT ¢
0 otherwise.
Then
 . w rT .i M g n l n l V and BM is dense in V .T T T T
 .ii If i ) k q 1 then M is a minimal representati¨ e of V .T T
 . w rT .Proof. i It is immediate that M g n l n. To show that M is aT T
representative of V it is enough to show that dim BM s dim V . IfT T T
 .  .r n s 2 then V is Bala]Carter and M is defined as in ) ofT T T
Subsection 4.7. Hence BM is dense in V by Subsection 4.7. So we canT T
 .assume that r n s 1.T
By Subsections 2.6 and 1.2 one has
1 12dim V s n y 4k y n y 2k s n n y 1 y 2k . .  . . .T 2 2
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By the definition of c one has for s F tb , MT
e y e if s / i , i q k , t / i y 1, n¡ s , tq1 sy1, t
e if s s i , t - ni , tq1
e y e if s s i q k , t - niqk , tq1 iqky1, t
yeiy1, t~c e s ) .  .b , M s , tT e y e if t s i y 1s , iqk sy1, iy1
ye if s / i , i q k , t s nsy1, n
ye y e if s s i q k , t s niy1, n iqky1, n¢
0 if s s i , t s n.
 4  4 4Set B s e , e . It is enough to show thatn s, t sF t F n, s/1, i i, t iF t F m
 .c B is a linearly independent system sinceb , M nT
n n q 1 .
a B s y n y n y i q 1 q m y i q 1 .  .n 2
n n q 1 1 .
s y n y k s n n y 1 y 2k . . .
2 2
This is a straightforward computation detailed below.
 .Set M9 s p M . By construction M9 s M . We prove our1, ny1 p T .1, ny1
assertion by induction on n. For n s 2 it is trivial. Assume it is true for
n y 1. Then
Rank A M9 s dim V . .B p T .ny 1 1 , ny1
Now note that
 4B s B , e , e . 4n ny1 s , n i , ms/1, i
 .By ) it is immediate that
Rank A M s Rank A M9 q n y 2. .  . B , e 4 4 Bny 1 s , n s/ 1 , i ny1
 .We must show that c e s e is linearly independent ofb , M i, m i, mq1
  4 4.  .c B , e . By ) it is enough to show thatb , M ny1 s, n s/1, i
k
c e . 4b , M iqj , mqj js0
ky1 4s e , e y e , ye y e 5i , mq1 iqj , mqjq1 iqjy1, mqj iy1, n iqky1, njs1
is a linearly independent system and this is obvious.
 .  .ii M is a representative of V by i and has n y 1 non-zeroT T
entries. By the definition of a minimal representative M of V one hasT
M / 0 if l / i y 1. )) .  .l , lq1
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On the other hand M9 defined by
1 if m s l q 1, l / iM9 s . l , m  0 otherwise
is a representative of a Bala]Carter component in O : m s n y i q 1,m
.i y 1 as shown in Subsection 4.7. The number of non-zero entries in M9 is
n y 2. If i ) k q 1 then m - l. Hence in that case any M g V fulfilling
 .)) must have at least n y 1 non-zero entries.
EXAMPLE.
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0¡ ¦
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 01 2 3 4 8 9
T s , M s .0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0T5 6 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1¢ §
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 .4.9. Now we can show i of Proposition 4.1.
 .If l s n y 1, 1 then every orbital variety is of the form described in
Proposition 4.8, hence it has a dense B orbit.
 .  .Set l s n y 2, 2 . Let T be a tableau of shape l. Set T s T i, j if
2 2  .T s i, T s j. If j / i q 1 let us define M i, j by1 2
1 if m s l q 1 and l / i y 1, i , j y 1¡
1 if l s i y 1, m s i q 1~1 if l s i , m s jM i , j s . . l , m
1 if l s j y 1, m s j q 1¢
0 otherwise.
For example,
1 2 4 5 7 8
T 3, 6 s , .
3 6
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0¡ ¦
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0M 3, 6 s . .
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1¢ §
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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 .  .   ..We define M i, i q 1 as in Proposition 4.8. Set w i, j s w T i, j . It isr
 . w i, j.  .immediate that M i, j g n l n. Let us show that P M i, j is densea iy1
in V .T  i, j.
 .Indeed if j s i q 1 then M i, j is just the matrix of Proposition 4.8.
 .  .Hence BM i, i q 1 is dense in V and so P M i, i q 1 is denseT  i, iq1. a iy1
 .in V . We continue by induction on j y i. Assume that for T i, jT  i, iq1.
 .  .one has dim P M i, j s dim V and show that dim P M i y 1, ja T  i, j. aiy1 iy2
s dim V .T  iy1, j.
 .  .  .  .  .One has T i, j g D T and T i, j , w i, j , M i, j fulfill thea , aiy2 iy1
 .   ..conditions of Corollary 4.5. Note that M i y 1, j s s M i, j andiy1
 .  .P s T P . Hence by Corollary 4.5, P M i y 1, j is dense ina a , a a aiy2 iy2 iy1 iy1 iy2
V .T  iy1, j.
 .  .Set l s n y 3, 3 . Let T be a tableau of shape l. Set T s T i, j, k if
2 2 2  .   ..T s i, T s j, T s k. Set w i, j, k s w T i, j, k . Here we distinguish1 2 3 r
2 cases
 .a k s j q 1
 .b k ) j q 1.
 .  .In case a if j / i q 1 we define M i, j, j q 1 by
1 if m s l q 1 and l / i y 1, i , j y 1¡
1 if l s i y 1, m s i q 1~1 if l s i , m s jM i , j, j q 1 s . . l , m
1 if l s j y 1, m s j q 2¢
0 otherwise.
For example,
1 2 4 5 6 9
T 3, 7, 8 s , .
3 7 8
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0¡ ¦
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
M 3, 7, 8 s . . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1¢ §
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
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 . We define M i, i q 1, i q 2 as in Proposition 4.8. We prove that M i, j,
. w i, j, jq1.  .j q 1 g n l n and that P M i, j, j q 1 is dense in Va T  i, j, jq1.iy1
 . w i, j.in exactly the same way as we proved that M i, j g n l n and that
 .P M i, j is dense in V .a T  i, j.iy1
 .  .In case b if j / i q 1 we define M i, j, k by
1 if m s l q 1 and l / i y 1, i , j y 1, k y 1, k¡
1 if l s i y 1, m s i q 1
1 if l s i , m s j~M i , j, k s . . 1 if l s j y 1, m s j q 1l , m
1 if l s j, m s k
1 if l s k y 1, m s k q 1¢
0 otherwise.
For example,
1 2 3 5 7 9
T 4, 6, 8 s , .
4 6 8
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0¡ ¦
0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
M 4, 6, 8 s . . 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0¢ §
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 .Define M i, i q 1, k by
1 if m s l q 1 and l / i y 1, k y 1, k¡
1 if l s i y 1, m s i q 2~M i , i q 1, k s . . 1 if l s i q 1, m s kl , m
1 if l s k y 1, m s k q 1¢
0 otherwise.
For example,
1 2 5 6 8 9
T 3, 4, 7 s , .
3 4 7
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0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0¡ ¦
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 1 0 0
M 3, 4, 7 s . . 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1¢ §
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 .We claim that P M i, j, k is dense in V .a , a T  i, j, k .iy1 ky1
 . w  i , j, k .Note that by the construction M i, j, k g n l n and
 .Rank M i, j, k s n y 2.
 .First assume that k s n. Set P9 s p P . Note that1, ny 1 a iy 1
  ..  .   ..  .p T i, j, n s T i, j g T and p M i, j, n s M i, j g1, ny1 ny1 1, ny1
 .n . By Lemma 3.6 i one has1, ny1
dim P M i , j, n G dim P9M i , j q Rank M i , j, n .  .  .a iy1
s dim V X q n y 2 s dim V .T 9 i , j. T  i , j , n.
 .Continue by descending induction on k. Assume that for T i, j, k one
 .  .has dim P M i, j, k s dim V and show this for T i, j, k y 1a , a T  i, j, k .iy1 ky1
 .  .  .where j - k y 2. In that case T i, j, k g D T and T i, j, k ,a , aky 2 ky1
 .  .w i, j, k , M i, j, k , and P fulfill the conditions of Corollary 4.5.a , aiy1 ky1
 .   ..Note that M i, j, k y 1 s s M i, j, k and P , a sky1 a ky2iy 1
 .  .T P . Hence by Corollary 4.5, P M i, j, k is dense ina , a a , a a , aky 2 ky1 iy1 ky1 iy1 ky2
V .T  i, j, ky1.
 .  .4.10. By Corollary 4.5, M i, j is not a representative of T i, j and
 .  .M i, j, k is not a representative of T i, j, k if j / i q 1 or k / j q 1. Let
 .  .us use Lemma 4.6 to construct representatives of T i, j and T i, j, k .
Set
M i , j q ae if j / i q 1 . i , iq1M9 i , j s .  M i , j if j s i q 1, .
where a g N is big enough to fulfill the conditions of Lemma 4.6.
Set
¡M i , j, k q ae q be if j / i q 1, k / j q 1 . i , iq1 k , kq1
M i , j, k q ae if j / i q 1, k s j q 1 . i , iq1~M9 i , j, k s .
M i , j, k q ae if j s i q 1, k / j q 1 . k , kq1¢M i , j, k if j s i q 1, k s i q 2, .
where a, b g N are big enough to fulfill the conditions of Lemma 4.6.
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 .  .PROPOSITION. M9 i, j is a representati¨ e of V and M9 i, j, k is aT  i, j.
representati¨ e of V .T  i, j, k .
 .Proof. Let us show that M9 i, j where j / i q 1 is a representative of
 .   ..V . Lemma 4.6 gives M9 i, j g V . Since M9 i, j s 0 iffT  i, j. T  i, j. l, lq1
  ..  .a g t T i, j it follows that M9 i, j may lie only in V or V .l T  i, iq1. T  j, jq1.
 .  .Let M9 i, j g V . By Proposition 3.3 ii , p V s .T  i, iq1. 1, jy1 T  i , iq1.
 .V where T 9 i, i q 1 g T . HenceT 9 i, iq1. jy1
p M9 i , j g V . ) .  . .1, jy1 T 9 i , iq1.
On the other hand by construction, Proposition 4.9, and Lemma 4.6,
  ..p M9 i, j g V where1, jy1 T
1 ??? j y 1
T s
i
 .  .so that sh T ) sh T 9 i, i q 1 . This contradicts ) .
 .Taking p instead of p gives that M9 i, j f V .iq1, n 1, jy1 T  j, jq1.
 .The proof that M i, j, k is a representative of V is very similarT  i, j, k .
and may be omitted.
 .4.11. To prove ii of Proposition 4.1 we first show
 .PROPOSITION. Let l s l , 1, ??? . Let T be Young tableau of shape l.1
Set
¡ 1 11 if j s T , i s T , k ) 2k ky1~ 1M s . i , j 1 if j s T , i s j y 1, k ) 1T k¢
0 otherwise.
Then M is a representati¨ e of V and its B orbit is dense in V .T T T
Proof. By Subsections 2.6 and 1.2 one has
dim V q l y 1 if c n s 1 .p T . 1 T1 , ny1dim V s ) .T  dim V q n y 1 if r n s 1. .p T . T1 , ny1
It is immediate that M g n lw rT .n and that Rank M s l y 1. It isT T 1
enough to show that BM is dense in V . We claim that for B s B ,T T n b1, ny1
 4 41e one hasi, n isT , k )1k
Rank A M s Rank A M s dim V . .  .B T b T Tn
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For sl , n F 3 this is trivially true. We assume it is true for sl andn ny1
 .establish it for sl . Set M9 s p M . Note that M9 s M .n 1, ny1 T p T .1, ny1
Hence by the induction hypothesis setting B s B ,ny 1 b 1, ny 2
 4 4  .1e one has Rank A M9 s dim V .i, ny1 i- n, isT , k )1 B p T .k ny1 1, ny1
 .By ) of Subsection 2.4 and the definition of M one hasT
¡ 1ye if i s Tiy1, n 2
1 1ye if i s T , i y 1 s Tiy1, n k ky1~ 1 1c e s )) .  .ye y e if i s T , k ) 2, j s T ,b , M i , nT iy1, n j , n k ky1
r i y 1 s 1 .T¢
0 otherwise.
 . j  .In particular c e s 0 if i s T . Hence Rank A M sb , M i, n 1 b TT
 .Rank A M .B Tn
 .  .  .If c n s 1 then by the induction hypothesis, Lemma 3.6 ii , and )T
Rank A M s Rank A M9 q l y 1 s dim V . .  .B T B 1 Tn ny1
 . kNow assume that r n s 1. Note that in this case for i s T one hasT 1
 .  .c e s e . Comparison with )) givesb , M i, ny1 i, nT
n
k  4c e , c e ; e 4  4 .  . 4isT , k)1 isTi , n i , ny1 i , n is1k 1
 .is a linearly independent system. Hence the induction hypothesis and )
give
Rank A M s Rank A M9 q n y 1 s dim V . .  .  .B T B Tn ny1
EXAMPLE.
0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0¡ ¦
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
1 2 4 5 8 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 1 0 0 03T s , M s .T 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 16
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 07
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1¢ §
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 .4.12. The proof that O for l s l , 2, 1, ??? is of S type, is similarl 1
to the proof in Subsection 4.9, but more complicated technically. Here we
also use induction on n. For n s 4 it is true trivially. Assume that for
 X .n y 1 and for every T 9 g T of shape l9 s l , 2, 1, ??? there existsny1 1
M9 g n lw rT 9.n l V whose P orbit is dense in V . Let1, ny1 1, ny1 T 9 T 9 T 9
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Ã 2 mT g T be of shape l. Set m s l . Set l s T and k s T . We mustn 1 2 1
consider three cases:
 .i k s n
 .ii k - l
 .iii k / n and k ) l.
 .i Let T 9 s T . Define M by1, ny1 T
M if i , j - n . i , jT 9M s . i , jT  0 otherwise.
Then by the induction hypothesis and Corollary 3.7 it follows that P M isT T
dense in V .T
 .ii We define M byT
¡ 1 11 if t s T , s s Ti iy1
11 if t s T , s s t y 1, s / k~ iM s .T s , t
1 if t s l , s s k¢
0 otherwise.
For example,
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0¡ ¦
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
1 4 6 8 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0
2 7 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0T s , M s .T 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 03
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 15
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1¢ §
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
It is immediate that M g n lw rT .n. We claim that P M is dense inT a Tky 1
V . First one can show that if k s l y 1 then the B orbit of M is denseT T
in V in a manner similar to the proof of Proposition 4.10.T
Now continue by induction on l y k. Set k - l y 1. Assume that for
every S g T of shape l with S2 s l and Sm s k q 1 one has P M isn 2 1 a Sk
 .dense in V . Note that T s T S whereS a aky 1 k
¡ ik if T s k q 1j
i ~k q 1 if i s m , j s 1S sj
i¢T otherwise.j
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 .Note also that S, w S , M , P fulfill the conditions of Corollary 4.5 andr S a k
 .  .that M s s M , P s T P . Hence by Corollary 4.5, P M isT k S a a a a a Tky 1 ky1 k k ky1
dense in V .T
 . 1iii In this case T s n. Assume first that k s n y 1. Then T sl1
 .T S wherea any 2 ny1
n if i s m , j s 1¡
i ~n y 1 if i s 1, j s l1S sj
i¢T otherwise.j
 .By case i there exists M g V whose P orbit is dense in V . ByS S S S
w rS .  .Lemma 2.1 we can assume that M g n l n. Note that a f t S .S ny2
 .Hence by Lemma 4.6 we can assume that M / 0. NowS ny2, ny1
 .S, M , w S , and P fulfill the conditions of Corollary 4.5, so thatS r S
 .s M g V and its P orbit is dense in V .ny2 S T T T
Proceed by descending induction on k. Let k - n y 1. Assume that for
every S g T of shape l such that Sm s k q 1 and S2 s l - k there existn 1 2
M g V whose P orbit is dense in V and show this for T g T ofS S S S n
m 2  .shape l with T s k and T s l. The condition l - k implies r k q 11 2 T
 .s 1, hence T s T S wherea aky 1 k
k q 1 if i s m , j s 1¡
ii ~k if T s k q 1jS sj
i¢T otherwise.j
By the induction hypothesis there exists M g V whose P orbit is denseS S S
 .  .  .in V . Since r k s 1 one has a f t S . Since c k q 1 s 1 one hasS S ky1 S
 . w rS .a f t S . By Lemma 2.1 we can assume that M g n l n and bykq1 S
 .Lemma 4.6 we can assume that M / 0. Hence S, P , M fulfillS ky2, ky1 S S
 .conditions of Corollary 4.5 so that s M g V and its P orbit is densek S T T
in V .T
 .  .4.13. Now we establish iii of Proposition 4.1. Set l s 2, 2, ??? .
 .Let T be a Young tableau of shape l. Set T 9 s p T . We define M1, ny1 T
inductively as follows
 .  .i If c n s 1 setT
M if i , j - n . i , jT 9M s . i , jT  0 otherwise.
 .  .  k  . 4ii If c n s 2 set m s max i s T 9 : M s 0 ; j and setT 1 T 9 i, j¡ M if i , j - n . i , jT 9~M s . 1 if i s m , j s ni , jT ¢
0 otherwise.
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For example,
0 1 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 01 2
0 0 0 0 0 0 03 6
T s , M s .0 0 0 0 0 0 1T4 7
0 0 0 0 0 1 0
5  00 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
 .PROPOSITION. Let l s 2, 2, ??? . Let T be the Young tableau of shape l
and M defined as abo¨e. ThenT
 .i BM is dense in V .T T
 .ii M is a minimal representati¨ e of V .T T
 .Proof. i By Subsections 1.2 and 2.2 one has
¡ Ãdim V q l if c n s 1 .T 2 T1 , ny1~dim V sT ¢ Ãdim V q l if c n s 2. .T 1 T1 , ny1
It is immediate that M g n lwcT .n. By construction of M we obtainT T
ÃRank M s l .T 2
We claim that BM is dense in V . This is trivial for sl , n F 2.T T n
Assume it is true for n y 1.
 .  .If c n s 1 then by Lemma 3.6 ii and the induction hypothesis oneT
has
dim BM s dim B p M q Rank M .T 1, ny1 1, ny1 T T
Ãs dim V q l s dim V .T 2 T1 , ny1
 .Assume that c n s 2. SetT
I s T i : M i / 0 for some j and J s T i : M i s 0 ; j . .  . 4  4T , j T , jT 1 T T 1 T1 1
Ãi l1 4One has I j J s T .T T 1 is1
By the construction of M , for each k g I there exists only one j suchT T
 .  .  .that M / 0 and we set j k s j. By ) of Subsection 2.4T k , j
c e s ye . .b , M jk . , n k , nT
 .Let i be the largest element of I , that is given by the condition j i s n.T
By the construction of M if k g J then k - i and i is the maximalT T
 .element of J . If k g J then by ) of Subsection 2.4T T1, ny1
c e s 0. .b , M k , i1 , ny1 T 1 , ny1
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 4Thus for B s B _ e one hasb k , i k g J1, ny1 T
Rank A M s Rank A M . .  .B T b T1 , ny1 1 , ny1 1 ,ny1
 .Note also that if k g J then by definition of J one has M s 0 forT T T k , j
 .all 1 F j F n and this means by ) of Subsection 2.4 that
c e s e . .b , M k , i k , nT
  .4   .4  4nHence c e j c e ; e is a linearly inde-b , M jk ., n k g I b , M k , i k g J i, n is1T TÃpendent system of dimension l . Combined this gives1
Ã ÃRank A M G Rank A M q l s dim V q l s dim V . .  .b T B T 1 T 1 T1 , ny1 1 , ny1
 .  .ii M is a representative of V by i . By Note 4.7 for everyT T
M g V the number of non-zero entries is not less than the number ofT
non-zero entries of J , hence it must be G lX . By construction M hasM 2 T
Xexactly l non-zero entries, so that it is a minimal representative of V .2 T
4.14. We finish the discussion on orbits of S type with two general
comments:
 .  .i If l s n y 1, 1 then all the orbital varieties contained in Ol
 .are Richardson. If l s 2, 1, 1, ??? then all the orbital varieties contained
in O are Bala]Carter. So the results were known in these cases.l
 .  .ii The orbits O with l s l , l , ??? satisfying one of the follow-l 1 2
ing conditions
 .a l s 4, l q l G 4,1 2 3
 .b l s 3, l q l G 4,1 2 3
 .c l ) 2, l s l s 2,1 2 3
are still unclassified. Maybe they are of S type but the proof requires more
subtle computations.
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